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Attitude with altitude, chock full of tragedy and comedy, Random Traveling the AJB's much hoped-for

debut album, mixes large metallic with folk, country with alt. rock and is a patch so well timed in its

content, that she is probably being investigated by the FBI. 12 MP3 Songs ROCK: Roots Rock,

COUNTRY: Traditional Country Random Road Songs Details: In the snowy deep north a band was born.

In the ski-bars and locals taverns a sound was created. In the pitch-black of sub-zero nights a voice was

heard. And the people rejoiced! Random Road is the synergistic efforts of the top vocalist and many of

the top musicians in Vermont. It includes the lead guitar stylings of Bart Feller, who has travelled the

world for the last 15 years playing in various bands. His influences are Nashville based, but his versatility

is especially highlighted on this album. The very young and very accomplished Ezra Oklan, who has been

quoted as saying, "Jazz saved my life," plays drums on the album. While co-writing Barre and

Do-Something, and playing bass, drums, and guitar on both tracks, Ezra is phenomenal drummer whose

creativity rivals that of any veteran twice his age. Stacy Starkweather, state musical genius and special

education teacher, plays bass on all but tracks 1,2 and 11 because the band's regular bass monster Bob

Senesac was out on the road doing a long haul in a big rig when we recorded most of this album. Abby

Jenne is one of the most powerful voices (lyrically and musically)in the North East and it is about time she

made an album. Sure to get critical acclaim and national recognition, it is a matter of time before you have

to pay full price on Amazon.
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